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ABSTRACT
We present the accretion of collisional dark matter on a supermassive black hole
seed. The analysis is based on the numerical solution of the fully coupled system
of Einstein-Euler equations for spherically symmetric flow, where the dark matter is
modeled as a perfect fluid that obeys an ideal gas equation of state. As the black
hole actually grows, the accretion rate of dark matter corresponds to the black hole
apparent horizon growth rate. We analyze cases with infall velocity as high as 0.5c
and an environment density of 100M⊙/pc
3, which are rather extreme conditions. Be-
ing the radial flux the maximum accretion case, our results show that the accretion
of an ideal gas, eventually collisional dark matter, does not contribute significantly
to SMBH masses. This result favors models predicting SMBHs were formed already
with supermasses. We show that despite the fact that we are solving the full general
relativistic system, for the parameter space studied our results are surprisingly similar
to those obtained using the Bondi formula, which somehow certifies its use as a good
approximation of a fully evolving space-time with spherical symmetry at short scales
at least for dark matter densities. Additionally, we study the density profile of the gas
and find that the presence of SMBHs redistributes the gas near the event horizon with
a cuspy profile, whereas beyond a small fraction of a parsec it is not-cuspy anymore.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Explaining the mass of supermassive black holes (SMBHs)
is one of the most interesting problems of astrophysics. A
standard approach to the problem assumes that these holes
are the result of the accretion onto intermediate black hole
mass seeds. The natural quest is related to the origin of such
seeds, which has opened a wide set of possibilities. For in-
stance, the SMBHs could be the results of the gravother-
mal collapse of dark matter cores that may collapse to
form SMBHs already of observed size (Balberg et al. 2002;
Balberg & Shapiro 2002), or it could be that disks formed
in protogalaxies allow the infall of matter that collapses to
form black holes of 105M⊙ (Koushiappas & Bullock 2004).
Seeds of 103M⊙ can be formed due to the runaway col-
lision of compact stellar clusters in low metallicity proto-
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galaxies at z ∼ 10 − 20 that additionally allow accretion
during the quasar era (Devecchi & Volonteri 2009). Also
seeds can be the result of the core collapse of dense clus-
ters and form 105M⊙ black holes (Davies & Laor 2011).
or they could be the result of merger tree type of build-
up (e.g. Volonteri & Rees 2005). Another alternative is that
seeds of 105M⊙ can be formed due to the collapse of al-
ready nearly as massive stars (Umeda et al. 2009); a more
detailed model in this direction proposes the supermas-
sive primordial star forms in a region of the universe with
a high molecule dissociating background radiation field,
and collapses directly into 104 − 106M⊙ seed black holes
(Johnson et al. 2013). More recently, the growth of primor-
dial black holes is also a possibility, since these can grow
up to 103 − 106M⊙ during the radiation dominated era
(Lora-Clavijo et al. 2013).
On the other hand, the growth process of seeds in
standard analyses of SMBH growth, based on the study
of the evolution of phase space distributions, consider that
SMBHs are primarily fed by collisionless dark matter,
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or stars (e.g. Lightman & Shapiro 1977; Zhao et al. 2002).
Previous results show that the timescale is too long
for collisionless matter to contribute significantly to
black hole growth, for instance (Read & Gilmore 2003); in
(Herna´ndez & Lee 2010) a density threshold for massive ac-
cretion or even runaway black hole mass accretion is found,
which is sufficiently higher compared to observed dark mat-
ter densities; in (Peirani & Freitas 2008) it is shown that
dark matter contributes with at most 10% of the total ac-
creted mass, which together with observations of the bolo-
metric quasar luminosity confirms that baryons are the main
matter component that feeds the black hole through ac-
cretion. In (Guzma´n & Lora-Clavijo 2011a) the conditions
for stable accretion and runaway accretion have been stud-
ied for an ideal gas equation of state. Other more gen-
eral cases, considering the non-radial accretion process, re-
quire the particles to overcome the angular momentum bar-
rier in order to get the gas to the very center of a galaxy
(e.g. King & Pringle 2006).
In our approach we model the dark matter as a perfect
fluid that obeys an ideal gas equation of state with pres-
sure, and study the tendency in the limit of a pressureless
gas. This pressure implies that dark matter fluid elements
interact not only via the gravitational field, but through self-
interaction. The assumption of self-interacting dark mat-
ter (SIDM) is not new, and in fact has been used to an-
alyze the problem of SMBH plus dark matter. For instance
in (Balberg et al. 2002; Balberg & Shapiro 2002) SIDM is
used to model direct dynamical collapse and SMBH for-
mation due to the gravothermal catastrophe, and further-
more would explain the different SMBH seed masses in
terms of the redshift at which the collapse took place; in
(Munyaneza & Biermann 2005) it is shown that fermionic
dark matter can feed SMBH seeds to make them grow
up to 103 − 106M⊙; in (Saxton & Kinwah 2008) the self-
interaction is introduced using a polytropic equation of state
for the pressure and it is also found a mechanism for SMBH
formation; in (Pepe, Pellizza & Romero 2012) some bounds
are analyzed on the accreted mass for various equations of
state including nearly stiff fluids. In (Ostriker 2000) it is an-
alyzed the black hole formation due to the collapse of SIDM
and also studied the SMBH formation and growth due to the
collapse and accretion of SIDM, so as in (Hu et al. 2006).
We consider it interesting to include the evolution of
the space-time in order to have the formally correct black
hole growth rate, calculated on a truly black hole space-time
that actually grows during the process. In order to do so, we
present in this paper the solution of the non-linear accretion
of gas into a SMBH for the particular case of radial flows.
This means that we solve the full set of Einstein equations
sourced by a single gas component. Full non-linear General
Relativity has been used in spherical accretion to study sta-
tionary solutions (Karkowski et al. 2006) and the stability
of stationary solutions with compact support perturbations
(Mach & Edward 2008; Mach 2009). In this paper we also
use full non-linear General Relativity for rather out of equi-
librium initial conditions and track the evolution of the black
hole horizon without the need of dealing with models of the
distribution of particles in the phase space or the conser-
vation equation of mass; moreover, in contrast to previous
non-linear approaches, we use horizon penetrating coordi-
nates to describe the space-time. With this we are able to
track the location of the black hole horizon and at the same
time allow the gas to cross the horizon.
As a consequence of the radial accretion process, it is
worth asking about the influence of the SMBH on the central
dark matter density profile in galaxies. Most of the analyses
of dark matter distribution are based on simulations of struc-
ture formation of cold dark matter. Among the most stud-
ied models there are the Navarro Frenk White (NFW) den-
sity profile (Navarro et al. 1996; Navarro et al. 1997) and
Moore’s model (Moore et al. 1999). Different models pro-
vide different central density slopes of the type ∼ 1/rκ; in
particular the NFW and Moore profiles show different be-
haviors κ = 1 and κ = 1.5 respectively. Various studies
indicate different slopes, 0.85 < κ < 1.5 depending on the
conditions of the analysis of the samples from simulations,
e.g. (Klypin et al. 2001; Diemand et al. 2005; Stoher 2006;
Navarro et al. 2008). Observations on the other hand sug-
gest different profiles, for instance dwarf and low surface
brightness galaxies are better described by a constant den-
sity core model (Burkert 1995; Walter et al. 2008), specifi-
cally, the mass density profile of dwarf galaxies shows aver-
ages of the order κ ∼ 0.29 (Oh et al. 2010), whereas low sur-
face brightness galaxies show κ ∼ 0.2 (de Blok et al. 2001).
The inconsistency between analysis of simulations and
theoretical halo models is called the cusp-core problem
(Spergel & Steinhardt 2000) and for more recent obser-
vational evidence (e. g. Oh et al. 2011; Memola et al. 2011;
Amorisco et al. 2013). In our case we raise the question of at
what extent the presence of a SMBH dynamically accreting
gas, affects the density profile of a core.
This question has been analyzed previously in
(Gondolo & Silk 1999) based on a Newtonian analysis of
trajectories of test particles around a compact object, later
generalized to the relativistic case on actual black hole back-
ground space-times (Sadeghian et al. 2013). In the latter
case the conclusion is that the dark matter distribution
vanishes after a few Schwarzschild radii whereas near the
black hole event horizon the density is rather spiky. Previ-
ous analyses involve the possibly spiky dark matter distri-
bution around the SMBH considering the scattering of dark
matter particles by surrounding stars (Merrit 2004), for ex-
ample in the case of Sgr A∗ it was found a cuspy profile
of dark matter independent of the initial conditions within
1pc (Gnedin & Primack 2004). It has been discussed the
possibility that a considerable amount of dark matter may
have fed SMBHs (Zelnikov & Vasiliev 2005) and its cuspy
profile near the black hole (Vasiliev & Zelnikov 2008). On
the other hand, in (Guzma´n & Lora-Clavijo 2011b) the rel-
ativistic Euler equations were solved on a fixed black hole
background space-time and the density profile analysis was
done for an ideal gas evolving on the fixed space-time of a
SMBH, and it was shown that the density profile is cuspy
with κ . 1.5 near the black hole, whereas at distances
of 0.1pc the profile shows κ < 0.3, which is a relatively
short distance that allows consistency with cored halos.
Most recently, considering a general relativistic treatment,
in (Shapiro & Paschalidis 2014) it was found that dark mat-
ter is cuspy near the black hole with profile κ = 7/4.
In order to solve the Einstein-Euler system we use nu-
merical methods. For the evolution of the geometry there
are various possible approaches to solve Einstein equa-
tions. We use the 3+1 decomposition of the space-time
c© 2014 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–11
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and the ADM formulation of Einstein’s equations. For the
evolution of the fluid we write down Euler equations in
a flux balance law fashion using the Valencia formulation
(Banyuls et al. 1997). In our code we use geometrized units
and measure time and length in units normalized with the
initial mass of the black hole. In such case, a dark matter
physically high density of the order of 100M⊙/pc
3 is numer-
ically extremely low, which leads to numerical inaccuracies
when the calculations proceed. At this respect we decide to
solve the complete system of equations using densities that
allow numerical accuracy and convergence and then extrap-
olate our numerical final results to the physical values of the
density.
The paper is organized as follows. The whole system of
equations is described in section 2. The numerical methods
used to solve the evolution problem are presented in section
3. The application of our methods to the black hole plus dark
matter parameters is in section 4. Finally, in 5 we summarize
our conclusions.
2 EVOLUTION EQUATIONS
2.1 Evolution of the space-time geometry
In order to solve numerically the Einstein field equations,
we use the 3+1 decomposition of space-time and the ADM
formulation of general relativity, in which the space-time
is foliated with a set of non-intersecting space-like hy-
persurfaces Σt, see e.g. (Alcubierre 2008; Baumgarte 2010;
Rezzolla & Zanotti 2013). The space-time is described with
the line element
ds2 = −(α2 − βiβi)dt2 + 2βidxidt+ γijdxidxj, (1)
where α is the lapse function, βi are the shift vector compo-
nents, γij are the components of the induced 3-metric that
relates proper distances on the spatial hypersurfaces and
xµ = (t, r, θ, φ) are the coordinates of the space-time. All
our calculations assume geometric units G = c = 1, that
eventually will be restored when requiring physical units.
According to the ADM formulation of general relativity,
Einstein’s equations split into evolution equations for the 3-
metric and the extrinsic curvature Kij of the hypersurfaces
Σt
∂tγij = −2αKij +∇iβj +∇jβi, (2)
∂tKij = −∇i∇jα+ α
(
Rij +KKij − 2KilKlj
)
(3)
+ 4πα [(S − ρADM)γij − 2Sij ] + βl∇lKij
+ Kil∇jβl +Kjl∇iβl,
where ∇i denotes the covariant derivative with respect to
the 3-metric, Rij is the Ricci tensor of the space-like hyper-
surfaces Σt and K = γ
ijKij is the trace of their extrinsic
curvature. In addition to the evolution equations, there are
the Hamiltonian and momentum constraints
(3)R +K2 −KijKij − 16πρADM = 0, (4)
∇jKij − γij∇jK − 8πji = 0, (5)
where (3)R is the scalar of curvature associated to γij . In
these equations, the quantities ρADM, j
i, Sij and S = γ
ijSij
correspond to the local energy density, the momentum den-
sity, the spatial stress tensor and its trace respectively, mea-
sured by an Eulerian observer. These variables are obtained
from the projection of the energy momentum tensor Tµν of
matter along the space-like hypersurfaces and along the nor-
mal direction to such hypersurfaces. We stress that in this
work, we will restrict to spherically symmetric black holes.
2.2 Euler equations
In order to track the evolution of a fluid coupled to the
evolution of the space-time, it is necessary to write down
the general relativistic Euler equations. For a generic space-
time these can be derived from the local conservation of the
stress-energy tensor ∇ν(T µν) = 0 and the local conservation
of the rest mass density ∇ν(ρuν) = 0, where ρ is the proper
rest mass density, uµ is the four-velocity of the fluid and ∇ν
is the covariant derivative consistent with the four-metric
gµν of the space-time (1).
We assume the matter field in the above equations
is that of a perfect fluid with stress-energy tensor Tµν =
ρhuµuν + pgµν, where p is the pressure, gµν are the com-
ponents of the four-metric and h the relativistic specific en-
thalpy given by h = 1 + ǫ + p/ρ, where ǫ is the rest frame
specific internal energy density of the fluid.
It is well known that Euler equations develop disconti-
nuities in the hydrodynamical variables even if smooth ini-
tial data are considered (LeVeque 1992). Thus one may solve
these equations using finite volume methods, as long as the
system is written in a flux balance law form, which in turn
requires the definition of conservative variables.
In order to obtain the general relativistic Euler equa-
tions as a set of flux balance laws, it suffices to project
the local conservation equations along the space-like hy-
persurfaces and the normal direction to such hypersur-
faces (Banyuls et al. 1997; Font et al. 2000). A straightfor-
ward calculation yields the set of equations in the desired
form
∂t(
√
γU) + ∂i(
√−gFi) = √−gS, (6)
where g is the determinant of the four-metric (1), U
is a vector of conservative variables, Fi are the fluxes
along each spatial direction and S is a source vector.
These last quantities are given by: U ≡ [D, Mj , τ ]T =
[ρW, ρhW 2vj , ρhW
2 − p − ρW ]T, Fi ≡ [(vi −
βi/α)D, (vi − βi/α)Mj + δijp, (vi − βi/α)τ + vip]T and
S ≡ [0, T µνgνσΓσµj , T µ0∂µα− αT µνΓ0µν ]T. In these expres-
sions, γ = det(γij) is the determinant of the 3-metric, Γ
σ
µν
are the Christoffel symbols and vi is the 3-velocity measured
by an Eulerian observer and defined in terms of the spatial
part of the 4-velocity ui, as vi = ui/W + βi/α, where W is
the Lorentz factor given by W = 1/
√
1− γijvivj .
It is still necessary to close the system of equations (6),
for which an equation of state relating p = p(ρ, ǫ) is used.
We choose the gas to obey an ideal gas equation of state
p = ρǫ(Γ− 1), where Γ is the adiabatic index or the ratio of
specific heats. Something to stand out, is that the relativistic
sound velocity cs for an ideal equation of state can be written
as c2s = pΓ(Γ−1)/[pΓ−ρ(Γ−1)], where its asymptotic value
c© 2014 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–11
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or its maximum permitted value is csmax =
√
Γ− 1. Thus,
the choice of our initial values is restricted to this condition.
Finally, the sources in the ADM equations in terms of
the hydrodynamic variables are: ρADM = ρhW
2 − p, ji =
ρhW 2vi, Sij = ρhW
2vivj + γijp, S = ρhW
2viv
i + 3p and
are used to source the evolution of the geometry.
3 NUMERICAL METHODS
We solve the Einstein-Euler system of equations for t > 0
on a spatial domain r ∈ [rexc, rmax], for a gas filling the en-
tire domain, which is being accreted radially into the black
hole. We use Eddington-Finkelstein type of slices to describe
the space-time, and therefore it is possible to choose rexc to
lie inside the black hole’s event horizon, a boundary called
excision, see e.g. (Seidel & Suen 1992; Thornburg 1999;
Guzma´n & Lora-Clavijo 2012). For a black hole with ini-
tial mass M , in these coordinates the event horizon is lo-
cated at r = 2M , and we choose the internal boundary
inside the black hole at rexc = M in all our runs, which
defines this boundary as a space-like surface with the light
cones open and pointing toward the singularity. On the other
hand, we choose the exterior boundary to be located at
rmax = 1000M , which is sufficiently far away as to estimate
an asymptotic behavior of the system.
3.1 Initial Data
We set the dark matter fluid to move radially toward the
black hole, with constant density initially. The value used for
the density is kept as its asymptotic value, that we associate
to the energy density of the cosmological environment. We
also characterize the initial velocity field vi in terms of the
asymptotic initial velocity v∞ as v
i = (−v∞/√γrr, 0, 0),
where the relation v2 = viv
i = v2∞ is satisfied. Now, in
order to choose the initial pressure profile, we introduce the
asymptotic speed of sound cs∞. Once we define the value
of cs∞ and assume the density to be initially a constant
ρ = ρini, the pressure can be written as pini = c
2
s∞ρini/(Γ −
c2s∞Γ1), where Γ1 = Γ/(Γ − 1). In order to avoid negative
and zero values on the pressure, the condition cs∞ <
√
Γ− 1
has to be satisfied. Finally, with this value for pini, the initial
internal specific energy is reconstructed using the equation
of state. Also, there is no prescrition -as far as we can tell-
about the internal energy of a gas model for dark matter,
thus we chose the value of cs∞ = 0.08, which, together with
ρini, fixes the initial value of the internal energy.
Both, v∞ and cs∞ are two important parameters that
define the initial velocity field. We also find it useful to
define the relativistic Mach number at infinity in order
to parametrize our initial data MR∞ = Wv∞/Wscs∞ =
WM/Ws , where W is the Lorentz factor of the gas Ws
is the Lorentz factor calculated with the speed of sound and
M is the asymptotic Newtonian Mach number, which we use
to parametrize the initial configurations. When this number
is bigger than one, it is said that the flow is supersonic an
otherwise subsonic.
It is worth mentioning that in the ideal case, we would
solve the Hamiltonian and momentum constraints using an
arbitrary gas distribution, for instance assuming a profile
for the density as a source of the constraints. What is com-
monly done is to assume that the gas profile is localized in
a bounded region, allowing the space-time to be asymptoti-
cally flat. Here we proceed in a different manner.
Since we plan to model a system that is not asymptoti-
cally flat consisting of a gas filling the entire space approach-
ing a localized region, we switch on the evolution equations
with an initially constant density profile of very low density.
The constraints are not satisfied initially, however, after a
few time steps the system gas plus space-time self-regulates
and at a finite short time the constraints are satisfied nu-
merically from then on. We assume that when this happens
we have consistent initial data.
The parameter space to study the non-linear accretion
of SIDM onto a spherically symmetric black hole is enor-
mous. In order to parametrize a set of initial conditions we
choose the initial rest mass density of the dark matter gas
that represents the dark matter environment density ρini,
the value of Γ that determines the nature of the gas, v∞
because there is no prescription a priori on what values this
may have and cs∞ or equivalently the initial internal energy
ǫini of the gas orM.
3.2 Evolution
The domain r ∈ [rexc, rmax] is discretized for both the evo-
lution of the geometry and the gas using a base spatial res-
olution ∆r = 0.05M and the integration in time assumes
a discretization assuming a time resolution ∆t = CFL∆r
with CFL = 0.25 a constant Courant Friedrichs Lewy fac-
tor.
The combined system of Einstein and Euler evolution
equations is solved simultaneously in time using the method
of lines, that uses a third order total variation diminish-
ing Runge-Kutta time integrator (Shu & Osher 1989). The
right hand sides of the geometry equations are approximated
using second order accurate finite differencing stencils, with
the advection terms modified with the appropriate upwind
stencil that causally connects the evolution between time-
steps.
On the other hand, the fluid equations are discretized
using a finite volume approximation together with high res-
olution shock capturing methods. Specifically, we use the
HLLE approximate Riemann solver (Harten et al. 1988) in
combination with the minmod linear piecewise reconstruc-
tor. The numerical fluxes and sources in (6) depend both
on the conservative and on the primitive variables. Then, in
order to express primitive variables in terms of conservative
variables, we use a Newton-Raphson algorithm each time
step during the evolution.
Finally, the fluid equations diverge as the density goes
to zero, and in order to avoid any true vacuum we add an
artificial atmosphere in rarefied regions, that is, we define a
minimum value of ρ that avoids the divergence of the spe-
cific enthalpy and the errors that propagate to the other
variables. We set the density of the atmosphere to 10−16,
which we found to allow accuracy and consistency of our
numerical results.
c© 2014 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–11
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3.3 Boundary Conditions
We solve the evolution equations in a numerical domain with
two artificial boundaries. On the one hand, we implement an
excision boundary inside the black hole. This can be done
because we use Eddington-Finkelstein type of coordinate to
describe the black hole, with a gauge control on α and β
that keeps ingoing null rays pointing toward the singularity
with slope -1. We in fact force the gauge to satisfy the con-
dition α/
√
γrr + β
r = 1 during the evolution in the whole
spatial domain, including the excision boundary r = rexc.
This property allows the gas to enter the black hole hori-
zon, because the two null radial rays of light cones at this
boundary point toward the singularity, there is no need to
impose boundary conditions at this boundary.
On the other hand we also implement an artificial
boundary at r = rmax. At this boundary we find interest-
ing issues. Firstly, the geometric quantities (metric functions
and their derivatives) behave as waves, and usually outgo-
ing wave boundary conditions are applied (Alcubierre 2008;
Baumgarte 2010). Secondly, we are injecting gas to the nu-
merical domain using an ingoing flux condition. Thus we
have a situation in which we have an outgoing channel for
geometry and an ingoing flux channel for matter. In order
to fix this interesting situation we implemented a constraint
preserving boundary condition, which consists of solving
the constraints at such boundary. Specifically, we evalu-
ate the Hamiltonian and momentum constraints at rmax,
then we extrapolate the values of γθθ and Krr from its val-
ues r < rmax to rmax and approximate the involved spa-
tial derivatives of all the geometric variables with second
order finite difference stencil. In this way the constraints
are reduced to an algebraic system of two equations with
two unknowns γrr(rmax) and Kθθ(rmax). Solving the system
guarantees that the Einstein’s equations are satisfied at that
point. The system of equations for γrr and Kθθ at r = rmax
are
(
2
γθθ
+
2K2θθ
γ2θθ
− 16π
(
ρh
1− γrrvrvr − p
))
γ2rr
+
(
−2γ
′′
θθ
γθθ
+
γ′2θθ
γθθ
+
4KθθKrr
γθθ
+
3γ′θθ
γθθ∆r
)
γrr
+
γ′θθ
γθθ
(−4γˆrr + γ˜rr
2∆r
)
= 0,
Kθθ
(
γ′θθ
γ2θθ
− 3
γθθ∆r
)
− 2
γθθ
(
−4Kˆθθ + K˜θθ
2∆r
)
−8πγrr
(
ρhvr
1− γrrvrvr
)
− Krrγ
′
θθ
γθθγrr
= 0,
where γˆrr = γrr(rmax −∆r), γ˜rr = γrr(rmax − 2∆r), Kˆθθ =
Kθθ(rmax −∆r), K˜θθ = Kθθ(rmax − 2∆r), and all the other
functions are evaluated at r = rmax and where ∆r is the
resolution of the numerical domain.
3.4 Monitoring the evolution
Apparent horizon. We are interested in observing the black
hole horizon growth. In order to do that, we track the
evolution of the apparent horizon. The apparent horizon
of a spherically symmetric space-time in spherical coordi-
nates is the outermost marginally trapped surface where
Θ = ∂rγθθ/γθθ
√
γrr − 2Kθθ/γθθ = 0., which obeys the con-
dition of the expansion of null surfaces to be zero. This sur-
face can be located every time step during the evolution
(Thornburg 1999; Guzma´n & Lora-Clavijo 2012). Then we
define the radius at which this happens as the apparent
horizon radius rAH =
√
γθθAH. Then we estimate the appar-
ent horizon massMAH = rAH/2. Since our numerical results
converge with second order, consistently with the discretiza-
tion error of the numerical methods used, the final apparent
horizon mass is a Richardson extrapolation of our results
using the two finest resolutions in all our runs.
Constraints. In order to validate our numerical results
during the evolution of the system, we monitor the accuracy
and convergence of the discretized version of the Hamilto-
nian and momentum constraints during the evolution. In
our runs we show that the Hamiltonian constraint violation
converges to zero with second order.
Another important ingredient is that we tested all our
tools work fine together by checking that our main results,
horizon growth rate and density profile are independent of
the numerical domain size.
4 RESULTS
The methods described so far are now adapted to model the
radial accretion of dark matter. The properties of the sys-
tem under study are those of the black hole seed and those
of the gas. As described before, we restrict to the case of
spherically symmetric black holes and therefore no rotation
parameter is considered here. On the other hand, we model
dark matter as a perfect fluid obeying an ideal gas equation
of state. Even under these set of restrictions, the parameter
space to explore is considerably big and involves the radial
infall velocity, the adiabatic constant, the internal energy or
speed of sound and the rest mass density of the gas. An ad-
ditional difficulty is that there is not an a priori prescription
to choose the value of the internal energy, and thus there
are no particularly pointed spots of the parameter space to
focus on.
4.1 Calculation of the horizon growth rate
The solution of the Einstein-Euler system also requires set-
ting tractable units in the numerical code, followed by the
analysis of the numerical results associated to the horizon
growth rate. We proceed as follows
(i) For given Γ, v∞ and ρ, we solve numerically the
Einstein-Euler system in geometric units G = c = 1, with
the normalized initial black hole mass M = 1, during var-
ious hundreds of units of time in units of M . In this way,
the coordinate time and radius appear in units of M . Then
the environment rest mass density ρ is also written in these
geometrized units.
(ii) We calculate the mass of the black hole apparent
horizon during the evolution. At post processing, we fit its
growth in time with a line. This fit provides a mass growth
rate of the black hole, which would be a more accurate calcu-
lation than what is usually assumed to be a mass accretion
rate estimate based on approximate accretion models. Thus,
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we fit the black hole growth with the formulaMAH = At+B,
where the fitting parameter A indicates the growth rate.
(iii) For every combination of the parameters explored,
we fit the growth rate A.
(iv) For different SMBH seed masses, we calculate how
much a SMBH seed grows in time based on the values of A
found from our runs.
In Fig. 1, we illustrate for particular values of the pa-
rameters the growth of the black hole in time, and the typ-
ical behavior of all our simulations in a time window up to
200M . The apparent horizon grows nearly linearly in time
and different growth rates are found for different values of
dark matter density ρ and the velocity of the gas vr. In or-
der to validate our numerical results, one has to make sure
Einstein’s equations are being solved within numerical error,
and for that we show also in Fig. 1 the L2 norm of the nu-
merical violation of the Hamiltonian constraint, calculated
over the spatial domain at every time. This plot shows that
the error decreases quadratically when the spatial resolu-
tion increases as expected for our numerical methods that
are second order accurate as long as no shocks are formed.
With this in mind, one can observe the oscillation in
the apparent horizon size, superposed to its linear growth
and notice that these oscillations are correlated to the viola-
tion of the constraint and associated with numerical errors.
In fact, we made sure the amplitude of the oscillations of
the horizon radius decreases with resolution. Therefore the
horizon growth can be considered to grow linearly. That the
horizon mass growth rate depends linearly on time is the
key result that allows the accretion rate estimates in this
paper. The slope A depends on the particular combination
of the parameters Γ, the asymptotic radial velocity of the
gas vr and the gas rest mass density ρ. The simulations
use values of velocity between v∞ = 0.01, 0.5 and densities
ρ = 10−8, 10−10, 10−11, 10−12, 10−13, 10−14, 10−15, whereas
the values of Γ range from 1.01 to 1.12.
Besides the accuracy and convergence of our runs, the
results have to be independent of the numerical domain. In
order to check this, we track the Apparent Horizon mass
for two different locations of the external boundary rmax
that we show in Fig. 2. The important condition we have
used in all our runs is that the external boundary is located
beyond the relativistic accretion radius defined by racc =
M
v2
∞
+c2
s∞
(Petrich 1989), otherwise the accretion could show
an unphysical runaway growth.
The accretion radius is defined in order to approxi-
mately decide when a particle does or does not fall into the
compact object, and such scale is determined by the velocity
and the equation of state of the gas. Traditionally, the prob-
lem assumes the accretor is point-like, whereas in our case
we are exactly doing the opposite. Numerically it seems that
one has to choose between two regimes, that is, it is possible
to apply the accretion of a gas to astrophysical processes
if realistic velocities are considered, and consequently the
accretor length scale is small enough as to be considered a
point-like source that cannot be numerically resolved; con-
versely, if one wants to resolve the accretor (like in our case)
the accretion radius length scale is unresolved unless the
velocity and the sound speed of the gas are assumed to be
high. This difficulty of studying both scales at the same time
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Figure 1. (Top) Apparent horizon mass in time for the case
Γ = 4/3, vr = −0.1 and ρ = 10−10. The mass horizon growth
is nearly linear in time, and exemplifies the behavior of all our
runs. (Bottom) We show the L2 norm of the violation of the
Hamiltonian constraint. For this test we cover the domain r ∈
[M, 500M ] with three different resolutions ∆r1 = 0.05M , ∆r2 =
∆r1/2 and ∆r3 = ∆r2/2. The error decreases quadratically with
resolution, that is, the violation using resolution ∆r3 is four times
smaller than when using ∆r2 and sixteen times smaller than when
using ∆r1. This shows second order convergence of the violation
of (4) to zero and validates the numerical results in the continuum
limit. This is the general behavior of our simulations in this paper.
is the main reason why the relativistic gas accretion has not
been fully resolved at the moment.
4.2 Accretion on SMBH seeds
In order to associate our numerical results to astrophysical
scenarios, we fix the physical evolution time to 10Gyr and
the environment dark matter density to ρ = 100M⊙pc
−3.
Given we use geometrized units, this density is numerically
different for different values of the initial black hole seed
mass. For instance, for the three seed masses of M(2) =
103M⊙, M(4) = 10
5M⊙ and M(7) = 10
7M⊙, the corre-
sponding density in geometric units is ρ = 10−32, ρ = 10−28
and ρ = 10−24 respectively. As we can see, this values of
ultra low fluid density in geometrical units become numeri-
cally intractable, because their values lie below the expected
round-off error threshold of our calculations. What we do
is to execute runs with the numerically tractable densities
ρ = 10−8 − 10−15 and then extrapolate the results to the
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Figure 2. We show in the top panel the Apparent Horizon
mass as in Fig. 1, however using two different values of rmax =
500M, 1000M . This shows that our the results we use in our fur-
ther fits are independent of the location of the external boundary.
In the bottom we compare the density profile at later times suing
the two numerical domains, and show it is independent of the
location of the boundary as well.
density of physically meaningful cases, which is extremely
low. These extrapolated results are shown in Table 1, where
we show the result of the extrapolation of A for three initial
seed masses, for various values of Γ near the p = 0 limiting
case and two values of the infall radial velocity of the gas.
Using the extrapolated value of A in Table 1, we are in
the position of estimating the final mass of the black hole
after 10Gyr. The mass accreted by various seed black holes
is shown in Table 2. In all the cases, the accreted mass is
small compared with the initial seed black hole mass. For the
smallest seed of 100M⊙, despite the range of infall velocities
used, the accreted mass after 10Gyr is of the order of 10−9
that of the initial seed mass, whereas for the most massive
seed 109M⊙, despite the infall velocity the mass accreted is
10−2 times the seed mass. In all the range of seed masses,
the accreted mass is an amount that is considerably small
compared to the seed black hole mass.
The results in Table 2 are more specific for the case Γ =
1.01, which is the lowest value we use. In this case we explore
different values of the infall velocity ranging from subsonic
with Mach 0.125 for v∞ = 0.01 until supersonic with Mach
6.25 for v∞ = 0.5. The trend is that the accreted mass is
higher when the infall velocity is higher for a given value of Γ.
For comparison we also show the result of applying Bondi’s
formula (Bondi 1952), for the spherical accretion by a point-
like accretor M˙ = 4πG
2
c3
s
ρM2, where M is the mass of the
black hole seed and ρ the asymptotic density of the gas. It
is reassuring that this simple formula provides comparable
to the fully general relativistic results we found, considering
this formula does not even depend on the infall velocity at
a finite radius.
Even though our work horse has been the use of cs,∞
we also performed a set of simulations for smaller values of
cs,∞ = 0.05, 0.01 and show a pretty similar behavior and
accretion rates and final accreted mass in 10Gyr.
Considering that the density of dark matter we use
(100M⊙/pc
3) is high, the infall radial velocity is also high
and the process is radial, we are considering an extreme
conditions scenario that should provide maximum accretion
rates. Our calculations show that even under these extreme
conditions, the total black hole growth due to the accretion
of an ideal gas, eventually dark matter, is small.
4.3 Density profile
Taking advantage of having the density profile calculated
during the black hole accretion process, we ask the ques-
tion of whether the dark matter density shape is cuspy
around the black hole and within which scale as explored
in for instance (Merrit 2004; Gnedin & Primack 2004;
Zelnikov & Vasiliev 2005; Vasiliev & Zelnikov 2008), but in
our case with the evolution of the space-time. In our sim-
ulations, the density profile starts with a constant density
profile, and with the passage of time it acquires a nearly
time independent sort of behavior near the horizon with a
profile of type ρ ∼ 1/rκ. As an example, we show in Fig. 3
snapshots of the rest mass density of the gas for one of our
particular simulations. Initially the density grows near the
horizon and after a finite time it accommodates around a
nearly stationary profile, and for instance it does not grow
out of control or runs away. The black hole horizon is grow-
ing and therefore this fact slightly modifies the density pro-
file as shown in Fig. 3. The effect of the black hole growth
shifts the density profile slightly outwards.
The fact that the density acquires a nearly stationary
behavior allows one to analyze the density profile. We distin-
guish two regions where the nearly stationary density profile
shows two different values of κ, namely κ1 and κ2. In all our
simulations, i) a region near the black hole, where the den-
sity is cuspy up to a radius 100M that we parametrize with
κ1 and ii) a region far from the black hole parametrized with
κ2, that shows a flatter profile starting at about 500M as
shown in the second panel of Fig. 3 in a wide spatial domain.
From the profile in the near region we can have a picture
of how the gas packs around the black hole, whereas the far
region actually tells us that the behavior at bigger radii, for
instance at galactic core scales, where it would be interesting
to know whether the black hole has an important influence
and can distort the dark matter profile. We produced fits
for the two regions that we show in Table 3.
We show that in the region near the black hole, the
profile is steeper when Γ diminishes and approaches a value
κ1 ∼ 1.5 as Γ→ 1, a result very similar to that found in the
test field approximation (Guzma´n & Lora-Clavijo 2011b).
On the other hand, in the far region we found the
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Table 1. Parameters fitting the apparent horizon mass growth rate for various values of the adiabatic constant Γ and two different values
of infall velocity. We show the extrapolation value corresponding to the dark matter density ρ = 100M⊙pc−3 which in geometric units for
different black hole seed masses M(2) = 10
3M⊙, M(4) = 10
5M⊙ and M(7) = 10
7M⊙, correspond to ρ = 1.17× 10−32, ρ = 1.17× 10−28
and ρ = 1.17 × 10−24 respectively. The ansatz used to fit the mass of apparent horizon is MAH(t) = At+ B. The value of B for all the
cases is B = 0.999 with maximum error 0.0006% as expected for an initially normalized black hole mass and the error in all our set of
parameters is below 0.016% for A. The values indicated under each value of ρ are the values of A that better fit the mass growth.
Γ v∞ ρ = 10−8 ρ = 10−10 ... ρ = 10−24 ρ = 10−28 ρ = 10−32
1.12 0.1 3.89× 10−4 3.89 × 10−6 ... 3.89× 10−20 3.89× 10−24 3.89× 10−28
0.08 2.63× 10−4 2.63 × 10−6 ... 2.63× 10−20 2.63× 10−24 2.63× 10−28
1.1 0.1 3.86× 10−4 3.26 × 10−6 ... 3.26× 10−20 3.26× 10−24 3.26× 10−28
0.08 2.6× 10−4 2.6× 10−6 ... 2.6× 10−20 2.6× 10−24 2.6× 10−28
1.01 0.5 4.31× 10−3 4.31 × 10−5 ... 4.31× 10−19 4.31× 10−23 4.31× 10−27
0.4 3.9× 10−3 3.9× 10−5 ... 3.9× 10−19 3.9× 10−23 3.9× 10−27
0.3 3.76× 10−4 3.76 × 10−6 ... 3.76× 10−20 3.76× 10−24 3.76× 10−28
0.2 3.46× 10−4 3.46 × 10−6 ... 3.46× 10−20 3.46× 10−24 3.46× 10−28
0.1 3.26× 10−4 3.26 × 10−6 ... 3.26× 10−20 3.26× 10−24 3.26× 10−28
0.08 2.98× 10−4 2.98 × 10−6 ... 2.98× 10−20 2.98× 10−24 2.98× 10−28
0.06 2.96× 10−4 2.96 × 10−6 ... 2.96× 10−20 2.96× 10−24 2.96× 10−28
0.04 2.95× 10−4 2.95 × 10−6 ... 2.95× 10−20 2.95× 10−24 2.95× 10−28
0.02 2.949× 10−4 2.949 × 10−6 ... 2.949× 10−20 2.949× 10−24 2.949× 10−28
0.01 2.941× 10−4 2.941 × 10−6 ... 2.941× 10−20 2.941× 10−24 2.941× 10−28
Table 2. Mass accreted by the a black hole during 10Gyr for six different black hole seed masses. The initial environment density of
dark matter is ρ = 100M⊙pc−3. The seed black hole mass is indicated with M(i). We pay extra attention to the lowest value of Γ and
explore the subsonic and supersonic regimes.
Γ v∞ M(1) = 10
2M⊙ M(2) = 10
3M⊙ M(3) = 10
4M⊙ M(4) = 10
5M⊙ M(5) = 10
6M⊙ M(6) = 10
9M⊙
1.12 0.1 2.49× 10−9M(1) 2.49× 10
−8M(2) 2.49× 10
−7M(3) 2.49× 10
−6M(4) 2.49× 10
−5M(5) 2.49× 10
−2M(6)
0.08 1.68× 10−9M(1) 1.68× 10
−8M(2) 1.68× 10
−7M(3) 1.68× 10
−6M(4) 1.68× 10
−5M(5) 1.68× 10
−2M(6)
1.1 0.1 2.46× 10−9M(1) 2.46× 10
−8M(2) 2.46× 10
−7M(3) 2.46× 10
−6M(4) 2.46× 10
−5M(5) 2.46× 10
−2M(6)
0.08 1.66× 10−9M(1) 1.66× 10
−8M(2) 1.66× 10
−7M(3) 1.66× 10
−6M(4) 1.66× 10
−5M(5) 1.66× 10
−2M(6)
1.01 0.5 2.75× 10−8M(1) 2.75× 10
−7M(2) 2.75× 10
−6M(3) 2.75× 10
−5M(4) 2.75× 10
−4M(5) 2.75× 10
−1M(6)
0.4 2.5× 10−8M(1) 2.5× 10
−7M(2) 2.5× 10
−6M(3) 2.5× 10
−5M(4) 2.5× 10
−4M(5) 2.5× 10
−1M(6)
0.3 2.41× 10−9M(1) 2.41× 10
−8M(2) 2.41× 10
−7M(3) 2.41× 10
−6M(4) 2.41× 10
−5M(5) 2.41× 10
−2M(6)
0.2 2.21× 10−9M(1) 2.21× 10
−8M(2) 2.21× 10
−7M(3) 2.21× 10
−6M(4) 2.21× 10
−5M(5) 2.21× 10
−2M(6)
0.1 2.08× 10−9M(1) 2.08× 10
−8M(2) 2.08× 10
−7M(3) 2.08× 10
−6M(4) 2.08× 10
−5M(5) 2.08× 10
−2M(6)
0.08 1.91× 10−9M(1) 1.91× 10
−8M(2) 1.91× 10
−7M(3) 1.91× 10
−6M(4) 1.91× 10
−5M(5) 1.91× 10
−2M(6)
0.06 1.897× 10−9M(1) 1.897× 10
−8M(2) 1.897 × 10
−7M(3) 1.897 × 10
−6M(4) 1.897 × 10
−5M(5) 1.897 × 10
−2M(6)
0.04 1.891× 10−9M(1) 1.891× 10
−8M(2) 1.891 × 10
−7M(3) 1.891 × 10
−6M(4) 1.891 × 10
−5M(5) 1.891 × 10
−2M(6)
0.02 1.890× 10−9M(1) 1.890× 10
−8M(2) 1.890 × 10
−7M(3) 1.890 × 10
−6M(4) 1.890 × 10
−5M(5) 1.890 × 10
−2M(6)
0.01 1.88× 10−9M(1) 1.88× 10
−8M(2) 1.88× 10
−7M(3) 1.88× 10
−6M(4) 1.88× 10
−5M(5) 1.88× 10
−2M(6)
Bondi 1.72× 10−9M(1) 1.72× 10
−8M(2) 1.72× 10
−7M(3) 1.72× 10
−6M(4) 1.72× 10
−5M(5) 1.72× 10
−2M(6)
density profiles show a κ2 < 0.3 behavior in all cases.
Specifically, assuming the smallest and biggest seed mass
to be 102M⊙ and 10
9M⊙ respectively, the numerical do-
main shown in Fig. 3 up to 1000M corresponds to ∼ 10−9
and 10−2pc respectively, which is a scale much smaller than
that of halo core radii, which start at hundreds of parsecs.
In this sense, SMBH seeds and SMBHs, even accreting an
ideal gas with pressure radially, at high speed show a small
radius of influence within a distance of a few hundreds M
beyond which the density profiles are not cuspy.
That the profile is steeper in the near than in the far
region is expected, because the gas piles up near the black
hole horizon. We stress that the fluid packs due to the non-
linear coupling between geometry and fluid, and not due
to the presence of an artificial boundary outside the black
hole that might be reflecting material outwards, since we
use horizon penetrating slices that allow the gas to enter
the black hole horizon. Another important point is that the
density profile is not due to the location of the external
boundary as well. As an example, we show in Fig. 2 how
using two different numerical domains the density profile at
later times is the same.
A very important length scale to estimate the impact
of these results is the relativistic accretion radius, which al-
though is useful for stationary and very idealized processes
can give a length scale idea in our rather slow accretion pro-
cess. This radius is given by racc =
M
v2
∞
+c2
s∞
as described
before (Petrich 1989). For the value of cs,∞ = 0.08 we used,
the accretion radii corresponding to the smallest subsonic
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Table 3. We show the values of κ assuming the ρ(r) = C/rκ density profile, for four different values of the adiabatic constant that show
the tendency in the Γ→ 1 limit. We also show the results for the two separate regions, the near region r ∈ [rAH, 10M ] and the far region
r ∈ [500M, 1000M ]. In all cases we use a rather high infall gas velocity vr = −0.1 at the numerical external boundary. The results apply
to two different values of black hole seed mass 104M⊙ that uses an asymptotic density in geometrized units of ρ = 10−30, and 106M⊙
corresponding to asymptotic density ρ = 10−26. The speed of sound used is cs = 0.08.
ρ = 10−30 (104M⊙) ρ = 10−26 (106M⊙)
Γ = 1.12 κ1 = 1.43581 κ1 = 1.43581
κ2 = 0.21936 κ2 = 0.21936
Γ = 1.1 κ1 = 1.4495 κ1 = 1.4495
κ2 = 0.239241 κ2 = 0.239241
Γ = 1.05 κ1 = 1.45174 κ1 = 1.45174
κ2 = 0.25037 κ2 = 0.25037
Γ = 1.01 κ1 = 1.4525 κ1 = 1.4525
κ2 = 0.271001 κ2 = 0.271001
case and highest supersonic case, that is for asymptotic
speed v∞ = 0.01 and v∞ = 0.5, these radii are respectively
153.8M and 3.9M , which lie within what we have defined as
the cuspy region near the black hole. It is good to empha-
size that for values of v∞ greater than 0.5 the accreted mass
does not grow linearly anymore, on the contrary, it grows in
a polynomial way or, for more extreme cases v∞ = 0.9, it
grows exponentially.
These results are to be compared to a variety of differ-
ent models estimating the dark matter spatial distribution
profile, for instance in (Vasiliev & Zelnikov 2008), consider-
ing the scattering of stars in the bulge, it was found that
solutions nearly independent of the initial conditions for the
distribution of dark matter show a value κ = 1.5 or big-
ger, whereas in simplified models calculating the influence
of a central object on dark matter distribution gives κ = 1
(Herna´ndez & Lee 2008).
5 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
We presented a fully general relativistic treatment of the ra-
dial accretion of an ideal gas onto a supermassive black hole
seed, with the intention of modeling the process of accretion
of collisional dark matter and show the black hole horizon
growth due to accretion. Considering the density of the dark
matter is ultralow, instead of using such ultralow values of
the density that may propagate round-off error along the
considerable amount of calculations during an evolution, we
used values of the density that provide accurate and con-
vergent calculations and at the end we extrapolate back our
results to physically meaningful values.
Our results indicate that the amount of mass accreted
by the black hole seed is a small portion of the initial black
hole mass. The conditions assumed in our analysis are ex-
treme, in the sense that we assume radial accretion and
a considerably high infall velocity, conditions that are ex-
pected to provide a maximum accretion rate scenario. We
show that the black hole horizon mass grows a small amount,
for example 10−7M⊙ for a seed of 100M⊙ and 10
5M⊙for a
one million solar masses initial seed during 10Gyr, nearly
independently of the value of Γ we used. We found that the
formula for the Bondi accretion provides results surprisingly
close to those of our non-linear calculations, even if Bondi
model considers totally different hypotheses.
In this sense, our results seem to agree with models
assuming SMBHs acquire their mass since very early ages,
and not through accretion. That is, models predicting the
black holes collapse of already supermassive size ∼ 106M⊙
as in (Bromm & Loeb 2003), where the collapse is mod-
eled as the result of primordial gas clouds, or the growth
of primordial black holes during the radiation dominated
era, that allow the growth up to SMBH masses of up to
106M⊙ (Lora-Clavijo et al. 2013). On the other hand, the
seeds of intermediate masses like the collapse of massive Pop
III seeds of the order of 100M⊙ (Bromm & Loeb 2003) or
those due to the runaway collisions in dense stellar clusters
at z ∼ 10− 20 of ∼ 103M⊙ (Madau & Rees 2001), assumed
to grow later on due to accretion processes would be incon-
sistent with our calculations.
Finally, concerning the density profiles, what we found
is that assuming a profile 1/rκ, near the black hole κ =
κ1 < 1.5 in all cases analyzed, whereas in the far region κ =
κ2 < 0.3. By far region we set the limit starting at a radius of
500M from the origin, which for the most massive black hole
considered here of 109M⊙ corresponds to a distance of the
order of 5×10−2pc from the black hole. This means that the
presence of the black hole distorts the matter distribution in
a cuspy way only within such distance. Despite the fact that
we are injecting matter permanently in the radial direction,
that is, the highest accretion rate possible, we conclude that
the black hole does not produce any noticeable spiky a dark
matter distribution at distances of already a small fraction
of a parsec, and therefore the SMBH is not a problem to
non-cuspy halo models.
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Figure 3. (Top) Snapshots of the density profile for the particular
case with Γ = 1.1 and vr = −0.08c and the seed black hole mass of
102M⊙. Each line corresponds to a snapshot of the density, which
starts being small and grows gradually until it approaches a nearly
stationary stage. Lower curves correspond to earlier times and
gradually lines remain nearly time-independent in the upper part.
The dots indicate the location of the black hole apparent horizon
radius at the time of each snapshot, and the inset shows a zoom
in of its growth. The snapshots start packing on top of each other
and remain at later times. Therefore, initially the profile increases
its amplitude, then stabilizes and as the black hole grows, the
profile slightly shifts outwards. (Bottom) We show that the nearly
stationary profile shows a profile near the black hole that we set
to be r ∈ [rAH, 10M ] and a far region for r > 500M . For the black
hole mass of 102M⊙ the far region starts at 500M ∼ 5× 10−9pc,
whereas for a grown black hole of 109M⊙ the far region starts at
500M ∼ 5× 10−2pc.
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